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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a hybrid cooperative
beamforming and jamming scheme to enhance the physical-layer
security in the two-way relay network with an eavesdropper and
a primary receiver. Cooperative beamforming and jamming are
designed to maximize the secrecy rate with a total transmit power
constraint of the relays and interference power constraint at the
primary receiver. The beamformer weights can be obtained by
solving a semidefinite programming (SDP). And a method based
on the first order Taylor polynomial which has lower complexity
but comparable performance is introduced. Simulations show the
joint scheme greatly improves the security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Physical layer security technique has attracted significant
attentions recently, which exploits the physical characteristic
of wireless channel to guarantee the message being transmitted
securely. In [1], Wyner developed the concept of wire-tap
channel and established the possibility of creating secure links
without relying on the privacy cryptograph. And Wyner pro-
posed the notion of secrecy capacity, defined as the maximum
rate received at the legitimate receiver, while keeping the
eavesdropper completely ignorant of the transmitted messages.
Wyner’s approach was extended to Gaussian wiretap channels
and broadcast channels in later works [2].

Cooperative transmission has attracted much attention to
enhance the capacity of a wireless channel. The current efforts
to improve the secrecy rate in the context of cooperative com-
munications can be roughly classified into three categories,
cooperative beamforming, cooperative jamming, and hybrid
relaying and jamming. Cooperative beamforming [3] helps to
improve the channel quality to the legitimate destination, while
cooperative jamming (also called artificial noise) degrades the
channel condition of the eavesdroppers [4]. Hybrid relaying
and jamming schemes to secure the networks were proposed
in [5], where some nodes adopt distributed beamforming to
relay the message and others jam the eavesdroppers. They will
improve the security of the data transmission.

Artificial jamming signals in cooperative jamming can be
divided into four categories [6]: 1) Gaussian noise, which is
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the same as the additive noise at the receiver [7]; 2) noise pre-
known at the legitimate receivers, which impacts only on the
performance of eavesdroppers [8]; 3) random codewords of a
public codebook known by all nodes in the system including
the eavesdroppers. The jamming signals can be decoded at
the receiver and canceled from the received signal [9]; and
4) useful signals for other legitimate terminals in the system
[10].

In this paper, the secrecy capacity of the two-phase two-way
relaying system with an eavesdropper and a primary receiver
is investigated. A new cooperative beamforming and jamming
scheme is presented to improve the system security. Source
node transmits both user and predefined jamming signals to
the relay node in phase I. In phase II relay nodes forward the
information which contains jamming signal using distributed
beamforming. Under such a scheme, both phases are secured.
We apply two beamforming approaches to investigate the
problem of secrecy rate maximization in the cognitive relay
network. Firstly, the maximum secrecy rate is obtained by
well-studied interior-point based methods. Then, an iterative
algorithm of lower complexity is proposed to solve the secrecy
rate maximization problem.

Throughout this paper, the key mathematical notations are
used as follows: vectors and matrices are denoted by uppercase
and lowercase bold letters, respectively. Scalars are denoted
by lowercase letters. rank(X), tr(X) denote the rank and the
trace of matric X, respectively. We represent the exception of
x as E[x] and ≽ denotes the generalized inequality. Transpose,
conjugate, Hermitian transpose and the maximum eigenvalue
of matrix A are denoted as {•}T , {•}∗ and {•}H and
λmax (A) respectively.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We consider an AF relay network in which a source S wants
to send information to the destination D under the existence
of an eavesdropper E and a primary receiver PR. There are
N intermediate relay nodes Rn, n=1, 2, . . . , N, between S
and D. Each node in the whole network is only equipped with
a single antenna, and is subject to the half-duplex constraint.
We assume there is no direct connection between S and D. In
this paper we propose a joint cooperative beamforming and
jamming scheme. In phase I, source node transmits user and
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Fig. 1. Joint cooperative beamforming and jamming scheme, where the solid
lines and the dash lines are the transmissions in phase I and II, respectively.

pre-defined jamming signals simultaneously. In phase II, relays
forward the receiving siganls using distributed beamforming.
E is passive with the intension of interpreting the source
information from R and S without trying to modify it. E does
not transmit any signals but receives the signals transmitted
by all the nodes and tries to wiretap the information for
the legitimate receiver. PR receives the signal from S and
R as interference. The quasi-stationary flat-fading channel
coefficients between all these nodes, fR, fP , fE , gR, gP and
cE are also shown in Fig. 1. Signal transmission under AF
protocol requires two phases. During phase I, S broadcasts its
data. The signals received at Rn, PR and E are, respectively,

yR =
√
PsfRs+

√
PjfRz + nR (1)

y
(1)
P =

√
PsfP s+

√
PjfP z + n

(1)
P (2)

y
(1)
E =

√
PsfEs+

√
PjfEz + n

(1)
E (3)

where yR
∆
= [yR,1, yR,2, . . . , yR,N ]

T , Ps and Pj are the
transmit powers of the signal and the jammer, respectively,
z is the jamming signal, nR, n(1)

P and n
(1)
E are the additive

noises. We normalize E
{
|s|2

}
= E

{
|z|2

}
= 1.

In phase II, the relay nodes will forward the received signal
to D using distributed beamforming, which grants E another
opportunity to get the information. The signal transmitted by
the relay nodes is

xR = W ∗ yR (4)

where W is the beamformer matrix in the form of W =
diag([w∗

1 , w
∗
2 , . . . , w

∗
N ]), and diag is a diagonal matrix. Due

to the total power constraint of relay nodes, we should have
E{|xR|2} ≤ PR. The received signals at D, E and PR are

yD =
√

Psg
T
RWfRs+

√
Pjg

T
RWfRz + gT

RWnR + nD

(5)
y
(2)
E =

√
Psc

T
EWfRs+

√
Pjc

T
EWfRz + cTEWnR + n

(2)
E

(6)
y
(2)
P =

√
Psg

T
PWfRs+

√
Pjg

T
PWfRz + gT

PWnR + n
(2)
P

(7)

For the receiver D, the pre-defined jamming signal, fR and
gR are available, the remaining part can be manipulated as

yD =
√
Psw

Hαfgs+ gT
RWnR + nD (8)

where αfg
∆
= [fR,1gR,1, fR,2gR,2, . . . , fR,NgR,N ]

T , and w
∆
=

[w1, w2, . . . , wN]
T . For the eavesdropper, each transmission

phase grants it an opportunity to get the information. Combin-
ing (3) and (6) yields the receiving model of E in the whole
procedure as

yE =

[ √
PsfE√
Psw

Hαcf

]
s+

[ √
PjfE√
Pjw

Hαcf

]
z + nE (9)

where nE =

[
n
(1)
E

cTEWnR + n
(2)
E

]
with αcf =

[fR,1cE,1, fR,2cE,2, . . . fR,NcE,N ]
T . For the PR, combining

(2) and (7) the whole receiving signal is

yP =

[ √
PsfP√
Psw

Hαfp

]
s+

[ √
PjfP√
Pjw

Hαfp

]
z + nP (10)

where nP =

[
n
(1)
P

gTPWnR + n
(2)
P

]
with αfp =

[fR,1gP,1, fR,2gP,2, . . . fR,NgP,N ]
T .

We assume that all the noise terms nD, n(1)
P , n(1)

E , n(2)
P , n(2)

E

and nR are zero-mean and time-spatially white independent
complex Gaussian random variables with variance δ2, and the
jamming signal z is a complex Gaussian random variable.

Since the signal which relays receive contains jamming
signal, we don’t need to use another relay to transmit jam-
ming signal. So when the source node transmits source and
pre-defined jamming signal simultaneously, both phases are
secured.

III. SECRECY SCHEME WITH EAVESDROPPER’CSI

Let us define
Rfg = αfgαfg

H (11)

Rcf = αcfαcf
H (12)

Rfp = αfpαfp
H (13)

Rgg
∆
= diag(|gR,1|2, ..., |gR,N |2) (14)

Rcc
∆
= diag(|cE,1|2, ..., |cE,N |2) (15)

Rpp
∆
= diag(|gP,1|2, ..., |gp,N |2) (16)

To consider the the physical layer security, we adopt the
achievable maximum secrecy rate as the measurement

Cs = max [(I(yD; s)− I(yE ; s))]
+ (17)

where [a]+ = max(0;a), and I(·, ·) is the mutual information.
In the proposed scheme, we hope to achieve the maximum
secrecy rate by searching the optimal w. (We assume that Ps



and Pj are fixed). Then, the received SNR at the destination
and eavesdropper can be reformulated, respectively, as

Γd =
Pstr(αfgαfg

HwwH)

δ2(1 + tr(RggwwH))
(18)

Γe =
Ps(fEfE

H +wHαfcαfc
Hw)

Pj(fEfE
H +wHαfcαfc

Hw) + δ2(2 +wHRccw)
(19)

where tr( ) represents the trace of a matrix. It is obvious that we
only have to maximize the term inside the logarithm function
in (17). With these notations, we can write the objective
function of the optimization problem as

1 + Γd

1 + Γe

=
1 +

Pstr(αfgαfg
HwwH)

δ2(1+tr(RggwwH))

1 +
Ps(fEfEH+wHRfgw)

Pj(fEfEH+wHRfgw)+δ2(2+wHRccw)

=
δ2(1 + tr(RggwwH)) + Pstr(αfgαfg

HwwH)

δ2(1 + tr(RggwwH))

× Pj(fEfE
H +wHRfgw) + δ2(2 +wHRccw)

(Pj + Ps)(fEfE
H +wHRfgw) + δ2(2 +wHRccw)

(20)

If we denote t1 =
δ2(1+tr(RggwwH))+Pstr(αfgαfg

HwwH)
δ2(1+tr(RggwwH))

,

t2 =
Pj(fEfE

H+wHRfcw)+δ2(2+wHRccw)

(Pj+Ps)×(fEfEH+wHRfcw)+δ2×(2+wHRccw)
, and define

X
∆
= wwH using the similar semidefinite programming

method as described in [11], we can express the optimization
problem as

max
X,t1,t2

t1t2

s.t. Pstr(RfgX) ≥ δ2(1 + tr(RggX))(t1 − 1)

Pj(fEfE
H + tr(RcfX))− t2(Pj + Ps)(fEfE

H + tr(RcfX))

≥ δ2(2 + tr(RccX))(t2 − 1)

and tr(RX) ≤ PR, PI ≤ Ith, and X ≥ 0
(21)

where X ≥ 0 means that X is a symmetric positive semidef-
inite matrix, R = (Ps + Pj)fRfHR + σ2I, PI = (Ps +
Pj)fRfR

H+(Ps+Pj)wRfpw
H+σ2wRggw

H . Since X by
definition is a rank one matrix, finding the optimal weights is
in general a nonconvex optimization problem. Thus, we above
ignore the rank constraint, and hence employ semidefinite
relaxation (SDR) [12]. If the matrix Xopt obtained by solving
the above optimization problem happens to be rank one, then
its principal component will be the optimal solution to the
original problem. Otherwise, randomization method in [13] is
employed to obtain wopt.

When there is total power constraint, we can easily compute
the maximum values of t1 and t2 separately since now we have

Rayleigh quotient problems.

t1,u

= max
tr(RX)≤PR

δ2wRggw
H + δ2 + PswRfgw

H

δ2 + δ2wRggwH

= max
tr(RX)≤PR

w(δ2Rgg +
δ2R
PR

+ PsRfg)w
H

w(δ2Rgg +
δ2R
PR

)wH

= λmax(δ
2Rgg +

δ2R

PR
+ PsRfg, δ

2Rgg +
δ2R

PR
)

(22)

where λmax(A,B) is the largest generalized eigenvalue of the
matrix pair (A,B)2.

Similarly, maximum values of t2 under total power con-
straint is

t2,u

= max
tr(RX)≤PR

Pj(fEfE
H +wHRfcw) + δ2(2 +wHRccw)

(Pj + Ps)(fEfE
H +wHRfcw) + δ2(2 +wHRccw)

= max
tr(RX)≤PR

wH(PjRfc + δ2Rcc +
(PjfEfE

H+2δ2)
PR

R)w

wH((Pj + Ps)Rfc + δ2Rcc +
((Pj+Ps)fEfEH+2δ2)

PR
R)w

= λmax(PjRfc + δ2Rcc +
(PjfEfE

H + 2δ2)

PR
R,

(Pj + Ps)Rfc + δ2Rcc +
((Pj + Ps)fEfE

H + 2δ2)

PR
R)

(23)

Note that for total power constraints, the maximum values
of t1 and t2 are obtained separately above, and these values
are in general attained by different X = wwH . For those
X values that correspond to t1,u, we can compute the corre-
sponding t2 and denote it as t2,l. Then, log(t1,u, t2,l) will serve
as our amplify-and-forward achievable rates for total power
constraints, respectively. With the achievable rates, we propose
the following algorithm to iteratively search over t1 and t2 to
get the optimal t1,o and t2,o that maximize the product t1t2
by checking the following feasibility problem[14].

find X ≥ 0

s.t Pstr(RfgX) ≥ δ2(1 + tr(RggX))(t1 − 1)

Pj(fEfE
H + tr(RcfX))− t2(Pj + Ps)(fEfE

H + tr(RcfX))

≥ δ2(2 + tr(RccX))(t2 − 1)

and tr(RX) ≤ PR, PI ≤ Ith
(24)

Actually, we can use its proposed Algorithm to get the
Optimal value.

IV. THE LOWER COMPLEXITY METHOD

In the last section, the maximum secrecy rate is obtained
by characterizing the rate region via the rate-profile method.
However, it requires an exhaustive search which is of great
complexity. In this section, an approach of lower complexity
is introduced to maximize the secrecy rate. The optimization



problem can be mathematically formulated as

max
w

Rd −Re

s.t.
PI ≤ Ith
tr(RX) ≤ PR

(25)

Based on SDR and the same definition X = wwH , (25)
can be transformed into the following problem:

max
X

log(
δ2 + tr(AX)

δ2(1 + tr(RggX))
)− log(

D+ tr(EX)

B+ tr(CX)
)

s.t.
PI ≤ Ith
tr(RX) ≤ PR

X ≥ 0
(26)

where A = PsRfg + σ2Rgg , B = PjfEf
H
E + 2δ2, C =

δ2Rcc + PjRcf , D = (Ps + Pj)fEf
H
E + 2δ2, E = δ2Rcc +

PjRcf + PsRcf . Note that the scalar 1
2 is dropped and the

natural logarithm is used instead for simplicity. Using the
property log(x/y)=log (x)-log (y) and introducing variables θ1,
θ2, ϕ1, ϕ2, we can convert (26) into (27).

max
X,θm,ϕm

log(θ1) + log(θ2)− log(ϕ1)− log(ϕ2)

s.t. δ2 + tr(AX) = θ1

B + tr(CX) = θ2

δ2(1 + tr(RggX)) = ϕ1

D + tr(EX) = ϕ2

PI ≤ Ith

tr(RX) ≤ PR

X ≥ 0

(27)

Table 1 Iterative Algorithm for problem(27)

1: Initialization ϕ1,0,ϕ2,0,ς > 0,n = 0
2: Repeat
3: Solve problem(27)with the given ϕ1,0,ϕ2,0 and find the optimal

value f∗
n and ϕn

1 ,ϕn
2

4: Update ϕ1,0,ϕ2,0:ϕ1,0 = ϕn
1 ,ϕ2,0 = ϕn

2
5: Until

∣∣f∗
n − f∗

n−1

∣∣ ≤ ς

Unfortunately, the above problem is non-convex because
of the objective function, which is actually the difference
of convex function. Inspired by the linear approximation
approach in [15] and reference therein, we introduce two new
variables π1, π2 and use the first order Taylor polynomial in
(28) to convert (27) into a solvable problem as shown in (29).

log(ϕm) ≈ log(ϕm,0) +
1

ϕm,0
(ϕm − ϕm,0),m = 1, 2 (28)

max
X,θm,ϕm,πm

log(θ1) + log(θ2)− π1 − π2

s.t. δ2 + tr(AX) = θ1

B + tr(CX) = θ2

δ2(1 + tr(RggX)) = ϕ1

D + tr(EX) = ϕ2

PI ≤ Ith

tr(RX) ≤ PR

X ≥ 0

log(ϕm,0) +
1

ϕm,0
(ϕm − ϕm,0) ≤ πm

(29)

Problem (29) is a semidefinite programming problem and
can easily be solved using standard convex optimization
algorithm. However, (29) is not equal to (27) as the right
side of (28) is just a first order approximation of the left
side. And only if ϕm,0 equals to the optimal ϕm,opt is the
right side of (28) equals to the left side. Thus, in order to
solve (27) accurately, inspired by the POTDC method in [16],
we introduce a iterative algorithm as described in table 1. A
convergence proof of the algorithm can be built based on [16]
and simulation results verify the efficiency of the algorithm in
the next section[17].

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the simulation cases, all the channel coefficients are
randomly generated in each simulation run, as complex zero-
mean Gaussian random vectors with unit covariance. The noise
power σ2 is normalized to be at 0dB. We use CVX toolbox
to solve the SDP problem.

Figure 2 displays the maximum secrecy rate versus the
maximum total transmit power of relays with Ps = 5dB, Ith
= -5dB, Pj = 0dB or Pj = 5dB, N = 3 or N = 6. As it
is depicted in the figure, the performance increases as the
number of relays increases and the secrecy rate obtained with
method in III and that in IV are coincident. And the secrecy
has been significantly improved with the hybrid cooperative
beamforming and jamming scheme.

In order to further study the influence of N, we present the
secrecy rate versus N with Ith = -5dB , PR = 5dB or PR =
10dB, Ps = 5dB, Pj = 0dB or Pj = 5dB. As shown in Fig.
3, the secrecy rate increases as the number of relays becomes
large and the growing rate slows down.

Figure 4 displays the maximum secrecy rate versus the
maximum total transmit power of relays with Ps = 5dB, Pj
= 0dB or Pj = 5dB, N = 3 or N = 6. And Ith changes from
-24dB to -4dB with step of 2dB. As it is depicted in the figure,
the performance becomes better as Ith increases. In addition,
as shown in both figure 2 and figure 4, the more relays has a
better performance than the more Pj power.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate the sercrecy rate maximization
problem in the cognitive two-way relay network with an
interference power constraint at the PRX and a total transmit
power constraint of the relays. we have proposed a joint
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Fig. 2. Maximum secrecy rate vs the total power of relays.
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cooperative beamforming and jamming scheme to enhance
the security. Two methods are devised to obtain the optimal
solutions. The first method is the rate region method and the
second one is a lower complexity algorithm based on SDR and
the first order Taylor polynomial. Simulation results verify that
the secrecy rate obtained by these two methods are coincident
and the joint scheme greatly improves the security.
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